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Adolf Hitler was a passionate reader and book collector when he was poor and 
obscure, and it is no surprise that with riches and power his book collection(s) grew 
enormously. Timothy Ryback estimates that Hitler owned approximately sixteen 
thousand volumes when he died. These volumes were unevenly distributed between 
his alpine retreat (the Berghof ) and his house, offi ces and bunker in Berlin. No 
catalogue survives, and the vast majority of these volumes are now lost: destroyed, 
looted and dispersed since 1945. (The 1,244 books that have defi nitely not been 
lost are listed in Philipp Gassert and Daniel S. Mattern’s The Hitler Library: A 
Bibliography (2001). A further ten thousand volumes seized by the Soviets, the 
entire Reich Chancellery library, seems to have survived in Moscow into the 1990s
(224, 231).) Ryback uses the available historical records, historical accounts and 
academic literature, as well as personal interviews and the surviving volumes from 
Hitler’s library, to produce a series of historical, biographical and psychological 
vignettes of Hitler. The ostensible purpose of these vignettes is to suggest to the 
reader which of Hitler’s books “shaped his life,” a phrase that implies Ryback has 
identifi ed, and will discuss, the books that were the formative—that is, the most 
important—infl uences on Hitler’s life. 

Ryback is not altogether successful in this aim, and, given the huge gaps in 
our knowledge of the contents of Hitler’s library, he could hardly be successful. 
Moreover, if Ryback’s purpose was as ambitious as his subtitle suggests, and as 
focused on Hitler’s psychological development, there would be little justifi cation 
in reviewing this book here. What Ryback actually does, however, is to examine in 
great detail a small number of books for which there is compelling evidence that 
Hitler both owned the book and read it closely. Each of the nine chapters deals 
with only a single volume, providing a detailed account of the moment of its acqui-
sition, personal and historical, and a close reading of the various marks left by its 
reader. The interpretation of these marks provides Ryback with the opportunity 
to discuss the wider evidence of Hitler’s book acquisitions, his reading, writing, 
(endless) table-talk and speeches. 

Although this book does not provide the methodical and systematic analysis of 
the evidence for Hitler’s book buying, library organisation, reading, writing and pub-
lishing that a book historian may desire, Ryback does discuss all of these questions in 
the course of his book. And since Ryback’s book is organised chronologically, these 
subjects are treated in the order in which they emerge naturally, that is, biographically. 
Also, although aimed at a more popular readership, this is a serious and scholarly 
book, with over sixteen pages of notes and four appendixes containing transcriptions 
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or translations of all of the surviving accounts of Hitler’s libraries. By drawing 
heavily on European scholarship—almost all of it in German—Ryback provides 
book historians with important material not previously available in English.

I was surprised to discover the extent of Hitler’s reading and his engagement 
with his books. As Ryback notes, there is a seeming paradox in Hitler—“a man who 
famously seemed never to listen to anyone, for whom conversation was a relentless 
tirade, a ceaseless monologue” (xvii)—quietly reading through at least one book per 
night for decades on end (106, 115), engaging with the text, and carefully marking 
and annotating his books. It is also hard to reconcile the ranting and gesticulating 
Führer with the weary WWI soldier spending his pay on, and reading, a guide to 
Berlin architecture (7), or the Munich beer-hall agitator who borrowed over one 
hundred titles from a lending library between 1919 and 1921 (50), who bound his 
own battered books (238), whose fi rst item of furniture—whenever he moved—
was a bookcase (49), who spent about seventeen hundred marks per year on books 
in 1930–32 (95), and who earned about fi fty million marks in royalties on his 
publications (238). Of course, there is no paradox here: Hitler’s speeches and cease-
less monologues were fuelled by his reading, he was an autodidact who supported 
his idiosyncratic world view with close but eclectic reading. Consequently, books 
were important to him.

Probably the most interesting aspect of Ryback’s book is the way in which he 
analyses the evidence of Hitler’s engagement with his books. I can’t say “Hitler’s 
reading of books,” because Ryback mentions a range of detritus in Hitler’s books,
as well as a range of indications of reading beyond pencilled marks, annotations and 
marginalia. So, for instance, Ryback mentions discovering mud stains and “a fi ne 
grit” (8), “gritty fi ngerprints” (15) and “a wiry inch-long black hair that appears to 
be from a moustache” (27) in Hitler’s trench-reading. Other books are “especially 
well thumbed” (172), “well worn” (112, 172), have “quite obviously” been read 
“from cover to cover” (170), have “pages bent and spines well-exercised, so they 
open leisurely” (112). Yet others contain non-verbal annotations: “extended lines … 
trailing off in a series of staccato dashes” (82), “double str[uck] passages,” “a thick 
line” (160), “a series of extended dense lines” (161), or “parallel strikes accompanied 
by an exclamation point” (183), “question marks” (112) and “underscorings of 
individual phrases” (183). Ryback observes Hitler “ambl[ing] through” a book, 
“his pencil catching and marking individual sentences or entire paragraphs” (181), 
tracking (118), “tracing” or “following along” as an author “outlines his notion[s]” 
(160). Yet others have “extensive marginalia” (170, 173). Occasionally specifi c details 
are provided: “nearly one hundred pages of pencilled marginalia” (112) and “thirty-
two pencilled intrusions” on twenty pages (182). 

There are also various types of evidence of non-reading: books “remain uncut” 
(173) or only partially opened (219), some pages are “limber” as the result of careful 
reading, others “held taut by the binding,” having never been read (140). Many 
of these unread books were gifts. Ryback comments that Hitler probably “never 
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saw, let alone read, a large portion of these books” (97), but he comments on the
sycophantic gift inscriptions, occasionally analysing handwriting (106, 167) and 
language (97, 167) to characterise the gift-giver. Even books that are lost altogether 
still provide Ryback with evidence: Johann Gottlieb Fichte’s Address to the German 
Nation (1848), the most important volume in, and the only volume missing from, 
an eight-volume set of Fichte’s works given to Hitler by Leni Riefenstahl (108), and 
Sven Hedin’s America in the Battle of the Continents (1942), sent by the author to 
Hitler, who read it in a night, acknowledged it in a letter the next day, and referred 
to it repeatedly in the following days (186, 198).

Ryback discusses the diffi culty of positively identifying Hitler as the author of 
the annotations, relying on “corroborating evidence” (xx) in books proven to have 
been in Hitler’s possession, such as “a notable alignment between” the marginalia and 
ideas expressed by Hitler (145, 181), and the chiming of marked passages in other 
books: “We fi nd near-identical passages marked in …” (146), “In these passages we 
fi nd echoes of similar highlighted sentences and paragraphs from Hitler’s copies 
of …” (159). As Ryback states: “Like footprints in the sand [these marks] do not 
necessarily reveal the purpose of the journey, but they do allow us to see where 
Hitler’s attention caught and lingered, where it rushed ahead, where a question was 
raised or an impression formed” (145).

The marginalia analysed by Ryback add “little to our understanding of Hitler 
per se or the Nazi movement in general” (118). What is new is the subtle and con-
vincing interpretations of these various marks of ownership, and the patterns of 
annotation. It is here that Ryback is at his most impressive and has the most to 
offer book historians interested in the interpretation of marginalia and marks of 
ownership. Although much of Hilter’s inner-life remains a mystery, his public life 
is well documented and the subject of particularly intense analysis. Ryback has at 
his disposal, therefore, the sort of historical records—tax records, table-talk and 
newsreels—that scholars of earlier periods, and more obscure subjects, can only 
dream of. In using these records he offers an outstanding example of what can be 
achieved through the close examination of material remains: i.e., books.


